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This invention relates to ftlm feeding mech
tending arm II . . When the rack I is moved for
wards <to the left in Flir. 1) the toothed plate
anisms for photographic apparatus of the type
having a roller carrying the film which is to be
2 : is rotated. first bv the front end of. the rack
exposed, a second roller on to which the ftlm exwhich engages the arm II. and then by the
5 posed is wound, and a manually operated mem
toothed partlon ·of the rack which engages the 5
ber imparting to said second roller an angular
teeth of the plate 2. The toothed plate is con.
movement when said member is operated.
nected to the hub 4 of the roller. on to which
One object of this invention is to feed. the
the film 15 is wound. This· connection consists
of a coupling member I and two coil-springs 5
film by steps of eaual lenRth. in suite of the inand 6. Th e sorinll I has one of its ends secured 10
10 crease of diameter of the film roll wound on
'to the second roller.
to the coupllni< member 3. while its other end
cooperates with the journal 2a of the plate 2,
Another ob.iect of this invention is to provide
so as to rotate the couoling member 3, when.
a simple and positive mechanism by which said
the plate 2 is rocked forwards. The action of
angular movement of said second roller will be
the spring 5 is due to the fact that the sprlng 15
15 decreased in the same dea'ree as the diameter
is arranged in such manner that the windings
of the film roll wound on to said second roller is
of the same run in the same direction as the
increasing.
One embodiment of the invention is shown . forward rotation of the fournaL and exert a
light pressure uoon the .iournal 2a; . Now, when
in the annexed drawimz.
the jotirnal is rotated forwards it initially car- 20
Fig. 1 shows said mechanism in its position
20
ries the end of the soring a short distance; thus
of rest.
the pressure of the windings of the soring against
Fig. 2 shows the same mechanism in an op
the journal increases. and. the moment of rota
erative position.
tion will be transmitted from the iournal to the
Fig. 3 is a section on a larger scale taken oli
coupling member 3 . At the return of the plate 215
25 the line III-m in Fie:. 2 and showing the hub
2 to its position of rest. the end of the spring
of the second roller.
slides pver the surface of the journal because.
Fig. 4 is a partial oersoective view of the photo
the diameter of the soring is increased as the
graphic apparatU$ showing the. housing for the
end of the spring initiallv is carried a short dis
second roller. said roller and some other parts
tance by the journal. . The couoline: member is 80
30 being broken away.
prevented from rotating backwards by means
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section on the line
of the spring 6, one end of which is secured to
V-V in Fig. 1.
the casing l, while its other end engages the
The invention is esoeclallv intended to be used
coupling member. This soring is arranged in
in connection with photograohic aooaratus of the
a manner similar to that of the spring 5, and 35
35 type described in my co-pending patent appli
acts in a corresponding manner.
The spring
cation entitled "Improvements in photographic
members 5, 6 form toe:ether a unidirectional feed
apparatus", Serial No. 178,389, :filed December
ing and stop mechanism, causing the coupling
6, 1937. Some features herein. shown and de
member 3 to rotate stenwise in one direction,
scribed are claimed in said co-pending applicawhile preventing the same from rotating in the 40
40 tion.
opposite direction. The end surface of the cou
Referring now to the drawing I indicates a
pling member 3 is provided with teeth 3a <see
reciprocating member 'which is manually oper-·
also Fig. 4> which are engaged by correspond
ated. On a part of its length the reciprocating
ing teeth 4a on the hub 4. Thus, for each stroke
·member is formed as a rack.. When applied to
of the rack I to the left in Fig. 1 the film is 41>
45 the photographic aooaratus described in my co-·
pending patent aoolication mentioned above this
wound on to the hub 4a distance corresponding
to the length of a picture on the film.
member I is secured to a movable part 41 of
the two piece casing of the apparatus, but said
Now, the diameter of the film roll increases as
rack_ I may be actuated directly by hand, if. dethe :film is wound on to the roller 4; Thus, for
50 sired. The stroke of the rack is always of con
feeding the film, for each stroke of the rack I, 51> ·
stant length.
by steps of a constant length· corresponding to
The reference numeral 2· indicates a toothed
the length of a picture, it is necessary to deerease
plate which is rotatablv mounted In the frame·
the angle of rotation of the toothed plate 2 in
or casing of the aooaratus. The toothed plate
the same degree as the diameter of the ftlm roll
.
55 2 has a radi81 projection 12 and a .radially exincreases. For this P� a stot> n is formed •
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the end Of a lever II tulcrumed OD a pin
11 in the casing of the aooaratus. This lever
11 is. held by a spring ZD against a helical cam
9 attached to a toothed disc I having graduations marked thereon. indicatin.: thP. number of
pictures· exposed. The rack I carries a spring
pl�te 14, acting as a pawl for feeding the d1sc
I stepwise when the rack I is movP.d forwards..
A spring 11 is secured to ·the stationary stud 21
· and rests on a pin 22 of the plate 2, to be tensloned when the rack I 1s moved forwards.
The roller from wlilch the :ftlm 11 is wound
on to the roller 4 is indicated by 40.
This device acts as follows:
Assuming that the oarts of the mechanism
are in the position shown in Pill. 2 and that the
film roll on the roller 4 has its smallest diameter, corresponding tO the ftrst o!cture. Now,
when the rack· I is moved backwards ·(to the
right in Fig. 2) the rack I will oDerate the toothed
plate 2 only as long as the teeth of the rack
I engage those of the olate 2. During the subsequent portion of the backward motion of the
rack I the· plate 2. under the action of the spring
I I, will continue its rocking motion until the
arm I 3 engages the end of the rack L For the
next picture. the rack I is moved forwards causing the plate 2 to be rocked an angle as . des cribed above, and simultaneously causing the
parts 8, 9 to be turned one step forwards by
the action of the Dlate f 4. Consequently also
the lever I 0 with its stop 17 is turned a corresponding angle. Thus, the stop fl causes the
plate 2, during its returning motion, to stop at
an earlier point.
For each subsequent picture
the stop I l will be turned a certain distance forwards in the path of motion of the projection· 12
a1;d the angle of rotation of the toothed plate
2 will decrease in the same degree as the diameter of the film roll on the roller C increases.
·When this film roll has attained its maximum
diameter. the projection 1 2 .will .meet the stop
11 already as the teeth of the plate 2 disengage
the rack I.
What I claim ls:
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1. A film feeding mechanism for photographic
apparatUs having a roller for carrying .the film
to be exposed, a second roller on to which the
exposed film is wound, a rotatably mounted
toothed plate operatively connected to said sec o nd roller by means of an unidirectional stepby-step feeding mechanism, a reciprocable rack,
manually operable means for reciprocating said
rs.ck through strokes always of constant length,
said rack being positioned to engage said toothed
plate for turning said plate when moved in one
direction, and for returning said plate a certain
distance when moved backwards, a spring engaging said toothed plate for continuing the return motion of said toothed plate after said rack
has returned said plate said certain distance, a
projection on said toothed plate, and a stop located in the path of motion of said. projection,
and means operated by said rack on each stroke
thereof for adjusting the position of said �top
forwardly a certain distance in said path of
motion of the projection.
2. A film feeding mechanism for photographic
apparatus having a roller for carrying the film
to be exposed, a second roller on to which the
exposed film is wound, a rotatably mounted

toothed plate operatively connected to said second roller by means of an unidirectional stepby-step feeding mechanism, a reciprocable rack,
manually operable means for reciprocating said
rack through strokes always of constant length, 5
said rack being positioned to·engage said toothed
plate for turning said plate when moved in. one
direction, and for returning said plate a certain
·
distance when moved backwards, a . spring ·engaging said toothed plate for continuing the re- 10
turn motion of salc:i toothed plate after sa!d rack
has returned said plate said. certain distance; a
projection on said toothed plate, and a lever
carrying a stop located in the path of motion of
said projection, means operated by said rack on 15
each stroke thereof for carrying the position of
said stop forwardly a certain distance in said
path of movement of the projection.
3. A film feeding mechanism for photographic
apparatus having a roller for carrying the film 20
to be exposed, a second roller on to which the
exl>(>Sed film is wound, a rotatably. mounted
toothed plate operatively connected to. said sec
ond roller by means of a unidirectional step-bystep feeding mechanism, a reciprocable rack, 26
manually operable means for reciprocating said
rack through strokes always of constant len�h.
said rack being positioned to engage said toothed
plate for turning said plate when moved in one
direction, and for returning said plate a· certain 30
distance when moved backwards, a spring en
gaging said toothed plate for continuing the re
turn motion of. said plate after said rack has
returned said plate said certain distance, a pro- .
jection on said toothed plate, a graduated toothed 3 5
disc for counting the number of pictures exposed> .
means operated· by said rack to turn said disc
one step on each forward stroke of the rack corresponding to each picture taken, a helical cam
mounted on said disc, a lever carrying a stop 40
lying In the path of return motion of said pto
jection, and a spring engaging said lever to press
said lever yieldingly against said helical cam
whereby the position of the . stop on said lever
is progressively adjusted according to the number 45
of pictures taken and the return motion of the
toothed plate is progressively diminished corre
sponding to the position of sai� stop.
4. A film ·feeding mechanism for photographic
apparatus having a roller for carrying the film GO
to be exposed,_ a second roller on to which the
exposed film tS wound, a rotatably mounted
toothed plate operatively connected to said see 
ond rOller by means of a unidirectional step-bystep feeding mechanism, an arm on said toothed 55
plate, a reciprocable rack, manually operable
means for reciprocating said rack.through strokes
always of constant length; said rack being posi
tioned to engage first said arm and thereafter
the teeth of said toothed plate to rock said plate, 60
·a spring engaging said toothed plate·· for con
tinuing the return motion of said toothed plate
after said rack has returned. the latter a certain
distance, a projection on said. toothed plate, and
a stop in the path of motion of said projection, 66
means operated by said rack for adjusting the
position of said stop progressively forwardly step
by step, one step for each forward stroke of said
rack, whereby the return motion of the toothed
plate is progres&ve}y diminished.
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